
@DOKIDOKICRATE
#DOKIDOKICRATE

You’ve seen all the wacky, whimsical, and cute restaurant 
themes in Japan on social media and TV. Welcome to the 

ultimate Japanese restaurant experience, this month’s 
crate is filled to the brim with all the important things you 

need for this yummy adventure.
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BUY NOW BUY NOWBUY NOW

WANT MORE OF JAPAN?

USE THE CODE: CRATE TO GET $5 OFF ORDERS $25+

SHOP OVER 12,000 ITEMS 
FROM JAPAN ON OUR 
ONLINE STORE

Japanese
Restaurant

NOVEMBER 2022



HASHTAG #DOKIDOKICRATE FOR A CHANCE TO BE FEATURED IN NEXT MONTH’S ISSUE!

@kingfrost_the_hedgehog@kawaiiii.totoro

@paris_grace @jen.jen90 @pizzabinch

@alayne18

SHARK SOUS CHEF
 

This cute shark plush is probably not 

much help in the kitchen, but he’s 

trying. In Japan many themed cafes let 

you choose a plushie partner to join 

you for your meal! Dine with your shark 

for an egg-citing time.

CONDIMENT KEYCHAIN
 

Keeping your mini condiment keychain 

close is sure to help give you inspiration 

when you’re thinking of which yummy 

Japanese food you wanna create. Get 1 

out of 8 designs.

 

TOTORO SOUP BOWL
 

No matter what you cook up in the 

kitchen, add it to the Totoro soup bowl 

and include the matching chopsticks to 

be whisked away to a restaurant in a 

Ghibli film.

 

TOTORO CHOPSTICKS

Let this cute spirit help you complete 

any meal by giving it a super whimsical 

vibe. Your favorite Ghibli character 

Totoro is here to make your dining 

experiences magical.

Korilakkuma Korilakkuma 
Onigiri PlushieOnigiri Plushie

Sumikko Gurashi Sumikko Gurashi 
Ebifurai PlushieEbifurai Plushie

Each month, one lucky subscriber is randomly chosen to win the Suteki Crate 
filled with huge plushies, cool gadgets and all things sparkling! *kira-kira*

Kiki’s Delivery Kiki’s Delivery 
Service Bento SetService Bento Set

My Neighbor My Neighbor 
Totoro Japanese Totoro Japanese 
Teapot and CupTeapot and Cup

RILAKKUMA BULB 
KEYCHAIN 

Here to light up your life and make your 

dining days super pika pika and bright is 

a mini Rilakkuma light bulb keychain. Get 1 

out of 3 designs.


